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What does MonClubSportif do?

Presentation of the Application

MonClubSportif is a web and mobile management application for 

individual teams and sports organizations (associations, schools, 

clubs, etc.). It is a tool that greatly reduces the time

invested by all members involved.

Typical organization at MonClubSportif

Who is it intended for?

If you are an organized group of members, in sports or not, and you are 

looking to reduce your management time invested daily, our App is for 

you! With MonClubSportif, you will be able to simplify the following 

management tasks:

   →  Communication within the organization

          ∙Between players, coaches, parents, supervisors, etc.

          ∙E-mail lists

          ∙Phonebook

   →  Attendance management

          ∙Cancellation or postponement of an event

          ∙Replacement analysis management 

   →  Member transfer from one group to another

   →  Follow up on your players’ health condition

ASSOCIATIONS

ÉQUIPE

ENTRAINEURS

JOUEURS

PARENTS

ÉQUIPE



Possible scenarios

  ∙Individual team

  ∙Association-Organization

  ∙School

  ∙Non-sportive group

Application users

  ∙Players

  ∙Players’ parents

  ∙Coaches

  ∙Supervisors

  ∙Directors

  ∙Administrators

  ∙Everyone else involved

Mistral Laurentien Soccer Association:

Over 100 active teams

Over 1 700 registered players

Over 100 000 events created

They’ve trusted us

Vision Rive-Sud School

Over 20 sports groups

Over 200 involved students

Management by only one sports supervisor

Sutton Ski Club

Over 10 young skier groups

Over 200 parents informed of changes because of the temperature

More time invested in development



Features

The application has several features that help its users. 

Some are intended for everyone (general) while others 

target directors and administrators only (specific).

Automated Reminders

Synchronization of your personal calendar with teams’ 
calendars

Overview of your teams: calendars, results, 
attendance, etc.

Statistical module

Locations synchronized with Google Maps

Access to your list of members

Access to the profile of the child shared by the parents

Provides access to parents for their child's profile. They 

can thus control the attendance of their child 

themselves.

General

Management of teams from the same or different 
organizations

Import your member list

Import your players

Import your games

Access to private member profile section to leave 
notes

Billing management

Management of the billing

Block attendance changes X hours before an event

Season archiving: players, places, and opponents

Specific



Offered subscriptions

Don’t lose access to your team with automatic withdrawals.

No more forgetting!

Dashboard

Game schedule

Attendance/availability management

Player Directory

Statistics

Messaging & discussions

Photo albums

Technical Support

And more…

per month*

6,00$

Dashboard

Game schedule

Attendance/availability management

Player Directory

Statistics

Messaging & discussions

Photo albums

Technical Support

And more…

per year*

60,00$

For organizations with 5+ teams, an 

additional discount is added for each 

additional team.per month*

6,00 $/team

Add Videos

Photo albums

Documents section

Interactions with coaches

Latest results

Members’ list with confidential information protection

Wins, losses, and ties

Bonus

Pricing

The costs of using the application are attributable to the 

administrator of the team. Therefore, it’s free for other members. 

There is a 30-day free trial with no commitment when creating a 

team or organization.



Why choose MonClubSportif?

An application in constant development, with no advertising 

that offers pleasant design and ergonomics for its users. 

Trying it is adopting it!

Exceptional customer support

MonClubSportif is proud to offer a fast and customizable 

service to its users. Our agents are available to help you no 

matter the problem.
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